Abstract-In this paper, a fast integral equation method is developed for extracting the inductances in RF ICs, RF MEMs, IC packages, and deep submicron ICs etc. This method combines a recently developed Multilevel Green's Function Interpolation Method (MLGFIM) [1, 2] with the volume integral equation discretized using Volume Loop (VL) basis functions. In it, instead of using the filaments model to simulate the currents flowing in the inductors, we use the conventional SWG basis functions for this kind of basis functions is flexible for problems with complex geometries. The shortest path finding algorithm is also used to find the source loop basis functions. The inductance extractions from the straight line, the spiral inductors, the bump, and the parallel buses in this paper demonstrate the validity and efficiency of this hybrid method.
INTRODUCTION
Inductance extractions are important issues in designing RFICs, RF MEMs, IC packages, and deep submicron ICs. We can view this kind of problems as the low frequency electromagnetic problems [3] . A lot of methods [4] [5] [6] can be used to solve this kind of problems. The structures we studied are conductors such as interconnects used in deep submicron techniques [7] , spiral inductors used in RFIC [8] and RF MEMs [9] , and bumps used in IC packages [10] . The sizes of them are in micron and deep submicron scales, while using Method of Moments (MoM), we can no longer simply consider them as the Perfect Electric Conducting problems as in [11] . In [12] , the filaments model is used to model the currents. The advantage of filaments model is that it is simple and efficient for modeling the straight line segments. However, if the structures become complex, e.g., the sphere bumps in which the currents with more than one directions flow unevenly, filaments model can hardly be used in meshing them. SWG basis functions [13] are one of the well known basis functions used to model volume displacement currents. For quasistatic problems, because of the EM decoupling, recently developed loop tree bases or loop-star bases [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] based on SWG bases should be employed to make the MoM matrix equation stable. Moreover, for the magneto-quasistatic problems, only volume loop bases are needed for modeling the divergence free currents [15, 18] . After obtaining a MoM matrix equation using the volume loop basis in discretizing the volume integral equation, one needs to find a fast equation solver.
There exist a lot of fast integral equation methods that can be used to enhance the efficiency of the solution, for instance, FMM [12, [19] [20] [21] , CGFFT [22, 23] , Pre-corrected FFT [24] , SMCG [25] , AIM [26] , IceCube [27] , IMLMQRF [11, 28] , and MLGFIM [1, 2] and so on. In them, 1) FMM is the fastest method with O(N ) complexity for quasistatic problems; 2) SMCG, CGFFT, Pre-corrected FFT, SMCG, and AIM are FFT based methods with O(N log N ) complexity; 3) Ice Cube and IMLMQRF are the methods based on matrix compression technique, i.e., QR factorization, matrix merging, and matrix column and row sampling techniques; 4) MLGFIM is based on a hierarchical structure that is similar to FMM but using the Green's function matrix interpolation method with QR factorization technique. This method has a complexity of O(N ) [1] . It has been developed for solving fullwave problems by adopting radial basis functions.
In this paper, we will use MLGFIM with radial basis function interpolation technique to extract the parasitic inductances that are encountered in RFICs, RFMEMs and IC packages. We first use the volume integral equation with volume loop bases to describe this kind of problems. Consequently, instead of obtaining the volume loop impedance matrix, we use the method similar to the mesh analysis introduced in [12] . However, we adopt the SWG bases instead of the filaments modeling, because SWG bases are more flexible for modeling the volume objects with complex shapes. For the source voltage excitation and the source loop basis functions, we find the source path using the shortest path algorithm [29] . Then, the MLGFIM-Volume Loop Algorithm that is suitable for magneto-quasistatic problems is developed. The numerical results in this paper show the validity and efficiency of MLGFIM-VL.
COMBINATION OF MLGFIM WITH VOLUME LOOP BASES IN LOW FREQUENCY
For inductance extraction problems, the mixed potential integral equation can be written as.
where
Here, ε(r) = ε 0 (r) + i σ ω , ε 0 is the dielectric constant of the free space, σ is the conductivity. Employing the volume loop bases set
and applying the Galerkin method, (1) can be converted tō
and Ω i is the support of the i-th volume loop basis function.
Here we define the loop bases as the combination of the SWG bases, viz., where
is the SWG bases set, and N is the number of SWG bases used to model the problem. It is known that the SWG bases can be written as [13] 
where T 
where ♦ i is the support of the i-th SWG basis function. Thus, Equation (3) can be rewritten as
whereP is a N L − by − N sparse matrix that can be easily generated according to the relation (6) . One of the advantages of applying (9) rather than (3) is that no rewriting of the impedance matrix calculation program is needed when one already has the Method of Moments program developed using SWG bases. . We will prove that (5) becomes zero if the support of the loop basis function is closed and otherwise it equals the voltage between the two ends of the unclosed loop. This is shown in Equation (10) .
where M is the number of tetrahedrons of the loop basis function and h i,1 and h i,2 are the height respectively perpendicular to areas A i,1 and A i,2 that are shown in Fig. 2 . In (10) we have used the integration middle-value theorem.
For a conductor of finite conductivity meshed with tetrahedrons, if we can find a path of interconnected tetrahedrons between the two ends of this conductor, we can generate an unclosed source loop basis function called o n whose support is the path, and impose the voltage between its two ends. Because the topological structure of the meshed geometry is stored as a graph, we can use the shortest path finding method to find this path [29] . Fig. 3 shows an inductor structure and its corresponding shortest path using the shortest path finding algorithm. This path builds the support of the unclosed loop basis function. After it, we impose one volt voltage between the two ends of the conductor, and thus the corresponding excitation entry Now, we have fully described the method of generating Equation (9) . In the following, we employ MLGFIM to accelerate the matrix-vector multiplicationZ ·x (wherex =P T ·Ī,) in (9).
First, the impedance matrix entries Z i,j are decomposed into
Similarly as in [2] , Equations (12) can be written as a generic form.
Assume that the supports of basis function i and j are respectively in two well separated cubes G m and G n . The Green's function can be approximated using radial basis function interpolation technique as shown in [1, 2] :
where ω m,p (r) and ω n,q (r ) (defined in Appendix A of [1] ) are the p-th radial basis interpolation polynomials in cube G m and q-th radial basis interpolation polynomials in cube G n , respectively; G 0 (r Gm,p , r Gn,q ) is the Green's function value generated from interpolation point r Gn,q in cube G n to interpolation point r Gm,p in cube G m ; K is the number of interpolation points in G m or G n . Here, we choose the 3 3 + 2 3 Tartan grid presented in [2] . Substituting (14) into (13) gives
In (15),ῡ n,j is not equal toῡ n,i . For the case that κ(r ) is constant over the problem region,ῡ n,j = κ ·ῡ n,j . For finite conductor case, κ(r ) 1, henceῡ n,j ῡ n,j . For the case that κ(r ) is variant, we adopt the approximationῡ n,j κ j ·ῡ n,j , where κ j is the average κ(r ) in the support of the j-th SWG basis function. Thus (15) can be rewritten as
Consequently, following the similar steps in [2] , the Algorithm for calculatingb =Z ·x, i.e., MLGFIM-Volume Loop is listed below.
Algorithm 1. MLGFIM-VL.
Step 0 Modify the value ofx by Diag[κ 1 
The complexity is O(N ). Step 1 Call algorithm 1 in [2], but without calculating the term for scalar potential, because in the problem of this paper, no scalar potential is needed for building the MoM matrix. Note that here the radial basis function interpolation with 35 Tartan grid interpolation points is applied at all levels. The threshold for QR compressing the Green's function matrix is chosen to be 10 −2 .
The differences between MLGFIM-VL and the algorithm in [2] are 1) the elements inῡ n,i of (16) is obtained by volume integration instead of surface integration; 2) step 0 is added to consider the variant dielectric contrast factor κ(r); 3) the number of interpolation points is K l = K = 35 at all levels so that the algorithm has a complexity of O(N ); that has been proved in [1] . Moreover, the QR factorization technique used in [2] has also been used here for compressing the Green's function matricesḠ m l ,l;n l ,l at level l, where l = 2, · · · , L.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we calculate all the examples using GMRES iterative solver.
The inner loop of GMRES contains 200 matrix-vector multiplications. The threshold is set to be 1×10 −4 . The matrix-vector multiplication calculation is accelerated using MLGFIM-VL.
The first example is a rectangular straight Cu line (σ = 5.961 × 10 7 S/m) with 5 microns by 30 microns by 1000 microns as shown in Fig. 4(a) . The calculated inductances of this straight line at 2 GHz and 10 GHz are listed in Table 1 . We use the solutions by Fast Henry solver as the reference solution, because Fast Henry can give a fast and Fig. 4(b) . The width w, thickness t, space s, and inner radius R are 30, 3, 20, and 100 microns respectively. Table 1 lists the inductances calculated by MLGFIM-VL for inductors with different turns. The results obtained by FastHenry software are also listed for comparisons. While applying FastHenry, we dissect the inductor into a lot of very small curved blocks and model these curved blocks using rectangular blocks that are called by FastHenry solver. We see that our results agree well with that of FastHenry software with differences restricted in 5%.
The third example as shown in Fig. 5(a) is for the bumps used in IC packages. Because of the curve feature of the spherical bump, it is not convenient to use Fasthenry in modeling this structure. However, the tetrahedron elements used in our method are very flexible for geometry with complex shape. We investigate a Au bump (σ = 4.521 × 10 7 S/m) at 10 GHz with the sizes R 1 , R 2 , R 3 , H 1 , H 2 , and H 3 being 50, 30, 20, 40, 10, 10 microns, respectively. Fig. 5(b) shows the inductance results calculated by our method with different number of meshed SWG bases. We see that the result converges when the mesh density increases. The difference between the value obtained using the smallest number of SWG bases (10, 563) and that obtained using the biggest number of Table 1 . Inductances of the straight line and spiral inductors.
Examples
Frequency Inductance (nH) MLGFIM-VL Fast Henry Difference (%) Straight line (in Fig. 3 The fourth example is the mutual inductances extractions among the parallel interconnect buses in deep submicron ICs. The mutual inductances will cause noise and delay effects on other neighbor lines [7] . So, correctly predicting their values is very important for the designers to work out remedy. Fig. 6(a) illustrates three parallel Cu (σ = 5.961 × 10 7 S/m) buses. The sizes W , T , and L are 0.13, 0.4, and 34.97 microns respectively. Fig. 6(b) shows the mutual inductances among them versus the space between them. Table 2 lists the mutual inductance values calculated by our method and FastHenry solver. We see that the differences are confined in 3%. The difference is calculated by formula
, where the subscript F denotes the Frobenius Norm. Fig. 7(a) , we see that using MLGFIM-VL can significantly save the memory. From Fig. 7(b) , we also see that the time saving for bump example is less significant than that for the inductors example. The main reason is that because the number of cubes in the interaction list [1] of a 3D solid structure is always 6 3 − 3 3 = 189, while that for a 2D structure is 6 2 − 3 2 = 27, so the time used in the interaction phase [2] for 3D solid cases, e.g., the bump, should be about 7 times of that for 2D structures, e.g., the spiral inductors. Nevertheless, in Fig. 7(b) , we observe that for both cases, the time used in MLGFIM-VL per matrix-vector multiplication should be significantly less than that used in MoM. Following the increase of the number of SWG basis functions, this significance will be more and more drastic.
MLGFIM-VL.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we develop a fast integral equation method for extracting the inductances in RF ICs, RF MEMs, IC packages, and deep submicron ICs etc. This method combines Multilevel Green's Function Interpolation Method (MLGFIM) with the volume integral equation discretized using Volume Loop (VL) basis functions. In it, instead of using the filaments model, we use the conventional SWG basis functions for this kind of basis functions is flexible for problems with complex geometries. We also use the shortest path finding algorithm to find the source loop basis functions. The inductance extractions from the straight line, the spiral inductors, the bump, and the parallel buses in this paper demonstrate the validity and efficiency of MLGFIM-VL.
